The Lord spoke on 8-21-1932:

Be at your post in your thoughts!

Today, seven days have passed of the time I was once again able to grant you for the voluntary fulfillment of all that is demanded by the high task, if it is to be completed in the way willed by God.

In fulfillment of my Word, affliction now advances toward those who are not able to throw off what is old and useless in order to muster the earnestness that is absolutely necessary. Seven days ago affliction started out on its course to burn off in you everything that stands in the way of your ability to fulfill, in accordance with the Law of Reciprocal Action, which is just and unswerving.

Many among you are in danger. No one remains untouched but the two knights, for everyone still carries around with him much that is wrong with a stubbornness he himself will find incomprehensible after the Judgment. It must be gotten rid of or else the human being himself will be thrown back as one who failed! Failed, weighed and found wanting! You do not know the gravity of this word, or else it would haunt you day and night! Very soon it will become obvious in the world of matter who belongs to these!

What do you know of the might of the Word of God in Creation? Do you have even an inkling of Its severity, Its power? It lives. It is not like your words which are mere shadows compared to the fire pouring from the Divine Word over the entire world, devouring or upbuilding, killing, awakening, judging for all eternity.

It has now stepped amongst you, partly as friend, partly as foe, as healer or as judge, depending on the true condition of the individual, but in all cases more powerful than is humanly comprehensible.

In this regard there is one piece of advice for you, one thing that is needed:

A way of thinking that is constantly focused on the task you were given in the service of the Grail. This alone allows you to truly live. You, who are living on the Mountain, must know that it is not enough to be on the Mountain, to keep to the mealtimes, not to miss the hours of Worship, to seek to live in peace with the others. All this counts as nothing.

Your thoughts are the most important thing. You pay too little attention to them; let them flutter about in the most futile ways. Anyone capable of observing your thoughts will see a terrifying picture.

Imagine a camp whose inhabitants have the most significant post during a fierce war, in whose vigilance lies the fate of an entire humanity. Their victory or demise. The inhabitants of this camp act as though it were enough for them to be at the place where they are supposed to stand. Carefree they live their daily lives, since they have to eat, drink, sleep and clothe themselves
which takes up all their time except for a few hours of instruction. Suddenly the enemy invades this camp. Heavily armed and well prepared, for he knew that all he needed to do was to take this camp by surprise in order to capture the entire humanity.

The consequence is a wild chaos among the hitherto unmindful ones not used to the strict discipline and order necessary for quick and above all right execution of any orders because they had not practiced it. Demise is inevitable at the first serious advance of the enemy in spite of the best volition which by itself can never help unless it is steeled in action, daily, hourly.

When I see your thought life you are, for the most part, just like the camp of those thoughtless people which I refer to as the camp. Naively you still give yourselves over to various thoughts while in your thought life the most severe battle is fully underway. Be at your post in your thoughts day and night. Your intuition will then be completely permeated. Always be aware of enemies around you waiting for the smallest vulnerability and using it to penetrate your strong camp. You have to be startled and alarmed when you find that your thoughts are engaged in trivial, meaningless or even wrong paths that are not part of the high task which has been before you for a long time.

This I must now demand of everyone in my constant environment: To be alert in their thoughts at all times. To think of staving off the enemy, to advance victoriously for the power of the Light. For better understanding I will show you the picture of the effect and the release of the processes which you have to initiate in the fine gross-material world.

Be vigilant! This was my frequent call to you. You can be vigilant only when your thoughts are unaffected and focused on the cause for which you are dwelling here on the Mountain. Without appropriate thoughts there is no vigilance in the human spirit.

You know that legions of spiritual fighters and helpers of the Light are assisting us in the cause of glorious fulfillment in the service to the Grail, always ready to step in wherever they are given the opportunity. The possibility for this, heed this well, is given them by you through your thoughts! All the strong fighters must stand by inactively if you, who live inside a gross-material body, do not provide them with a possibility to fight and intervene through your thoughts. For the spiritual fighters and helpers need your mediation since there is an insurmountable chasm between them and gross-materiality.

Your thoughts are formed through the activity of the gross-material brain. They are therefore the channels consisting of fine and finest gross-materiality which lead into the denser gross-materiality which they permeate. Only through the radiations of these channels can the spiritual helpers and fighters intervene in gross-materiality so as to carry out what you think.

This is a conscious act of support issuing from these helpers. However, all helpers who serve the Grail can naturally only have a connection with such radiations as stand in the task of the service to the Grail. In the gross-material world they can therefore act through your thoughts only if these thoughts are pure, strong and clearly directed to your high task. Only there and then will they employ their powerful help, never in other things.
Mind this well! Make the effort of properly grasping the full meaning of this explanation and you will recognize how gigantic your responsibility becomes and how guilty you are of every single thought which is not part of the service to the Grail.

Through fickle and superficial thoughts which do not belong to your task you deactivate the God-appointed spiritual support troops. Do you realize what this means? You thereby carelessly cut off and interrupt the gross-material effect of the Divine Will because you do not free the necessary transit channels but block them with trivial things. Every second of interruption of your thinking as it is meant to be causes an enormous delay in the mighty cosmic happenings ---- through you!

I do not think that I need to explain what the consequences will be for you, for they are the result of the logical Laws that work in Creation.

How much have you sinned in this, you who have been chosen and called!

Do you not yet see how disastrously you have wasted the best time up until now? There is much that you have thereby delayed and prevented! Also, you were not able to pass on the radiation in the required way. Already today you should be able to act on the earth as a radiation magnet for all those striving for the Light. Be clear about this!

For now destruction will strike all those who are negligent in this. But do not consider these words in a narrow, petty sense. They are not meant in the sense that you are to strenuously and continually think this or that in words and sentences but that you must focus on the cause unswervingly. Your thoughts need not be expressed in words as is the case in prayer.

You must be alert, which means always being aware of danger, never forgetting that the enemies lie in wait for you. Every nerve must be tense in sensing the danger, any ill will of your fellow men and of spirits in the beyond. Be forarmed, ready for resistance at any moment. *This* by itself constitutes the connection with the helpers and provides the bridges for averting or nipping ill will in the bud, for keeping any evil away from you.

However, as long as you still allow yourselves to be consumed in your thoughts by trivialities, by everyday things and routines, you are guilty in the gravest way, for that is not the purpose of your being here on the Mountain, or of still being incarnated on this earth. With my call you should have put an end to this!

In many cases you are made aware of burgeoning dangers, often even years in advance. You who have been ordained on this earth know very clearly in advance everything that impacts the earth and humanity, now and in the future.

Did you think that everything is announced to you for your entertainment?

In these cases, nothing is given without a purpose, nothing that is not absolutely part of the fulfillment, for the service of the helpers and for your service. It is given to you so that you reflect upon it internally and think about it always.
Not with a slight shiver but with a devout intuitive sense, with all the earnestness of your being in this material world. Above all you must be set aglow; you must not concern yourselves with anything but the path that has been ordained for you after you let the pledge of your loyalty rise to the steps of the throne of God. The Light fulfills by granting you the high power. And great helpers, armies of strong fighters stand ready and cannot be overlooked. It is up to you alone now, finally to be ready to form a supportive link in this chain from the Light, and not to remain an obstacle and form a gap. I call out to wake you up! Now act!

Your thoughts are now your great power which you must use in all your activity.

It is a power unequalled on earth, unconquerable by the enemy, since it is closely connected to the entire force and momentum of the spiritual fighters who serve the Light. Its effects extend to the densest gross-material realms. Therefore sharpen your thoughts against all enemies, against all evil, sharpen them for keeping faithful watch and for strong battle. Do not make careless child’s play of them. They are now swords and spears designated by the Holy Power of Divine Light which leads to final victory in the ossified gross-materiality of this world.

Therefore a Law will now go into effect, that the swords of your thoughts which you henceforth refuse to thrust at the enemy in order to repel him, the spears of your volition which you refuse to fling into the darkness so as to destroy it, will be directed at you yourselves, through the power of the Light, so that they will strike and destroy him who is too indolent and too cowardly to direct them.

There is to be Light in Creation now, without delay! For too long has the darkness been able to keep its hold on it. From this hour on Light fighters will cleanse all mediumistic circles on earth which have caused so much harm to seekers. The wrath will strike them with full force for in the pernicious conceit of their fantasies they have been worse and far more dangerous to the human spirits than the darkness itself.

No longer are they to poison the earth with transmissions of ignorant spirits who imagine themselves to have knowledge and to proclaim things to people which they themselves don’t understand because they are not mature enough. Mental confusion, derangement and blindness will strike these mediums that are so blinded that in their conceit they refuse to serve the Light of Truth.

Instead, pure vessels have already been prepared among all nations with whom messengers of the Grail can now connect in order to herald, through them, the Son of Man, as is the Will of God. So that the right path will be shown to all peoples, in all languages. I call these messengers to begin.

Thus will be fulfilled the prophecy that young children will prophesy and speak to the horror of scholars and ignorant parents. No one can ignore these things without serious reflection and coming to terms with it in one way or another. Blessed are those who are thus awakened and find the right path to the Light. But woe to all who cannot be raised from the slumber of their spirit even then, for they are like rotting fruit in Creation and must be destroyed so as to prevent them from causing healthy fruit to decay as well.
Now everything inexorably urges forward. Guide it onto the right path, you Called and Chosen Ones, through the nature of your thoughts which you must always control, never waste. If you do not take this seriously enough its force will crush you.

It is as a heavy load that relentlessly rolls toward you and cannot be bypassed but forces you to be active in a way willed by God. If you are not sufficiently alert for this, it is bound to shatter you. For you bear the responsibility for success in the gross-material world since you were given the power for it by me after you made the vow!

Let us pray:

Father, I beseech you,
Let the wheel of destiny (happenings?)
Roll across this earth,
So that may arise
Your New Kingdom!

Amen